ODENSE

Facebook Data Centers
At Facebook, we strive to give people the power to build community and bring the world closer together.
Our data centers, like the one in Odense, Denmark, help bring that mission to life by enabling billions of people
around the world to connect every day.
Beyond their role as the physical backbone of our apps and services, Facebook’s data centers drive significant
positive impact in the communities where they are located and beyond.

Economy

Community

Sustainability

We help grow and diversify local
economies by supporting new
jobs, sourcing from local vendors
and generating revenue for
municipalities.

We support community
vitality by investing in local
schools, nonprofits and
community projects.

We build and operate some of
the world’s most sustainable
data centers and add new
renewable energy to each data
center’s local grid.

From 2011 through 2018, Facebook
directly sourced expenditures
totaling €2.8 billion of goods and
services across Denmark, Ireland
and Sweden—an annual average of
€348.6 million. These expenditures
generated an additional €2.3 billion
in sales and supported 2,816 jobs
annually within the three countries.

Since 2014, Facebook has
contributed more than €5 million
in direct funding to our data center
communities in Europe, as well as
volunteer time, to provide technology
for community benefit and connect
people online or off, improving digital
skills and strengthening science,
technology, engineering and math
(often called “STEM”) education.

Facebook data centers have achieved
net zero carbon emissions and earn
LEED® Gold certification, a globally
recognised standard for sustainability.
They use 32% less energy, are 80%
more water-efficient on average
than industry standard, and we’re
committed to restoring more water
than we consume by 2030.

Odense Data Center
Investment: 10 billion+ kr.
Broke Ground: 2017
Online: 2019
Jobs: 175+ supported
Construction: 1,800 workers on site per
day at peak
Size: 85,750 square meters
Energy: Supported by 100%
renewable energy

Partnering with Odense
Facebook is proud to call Odense home and prouder still of our partnership
with the community and what we’ve been able to accomplish together.
Whether through volunteering at local schools or contributing to local nonprofit
organizations, we’re committed to strengthening the community of Odense.
So far, we’ve provided over 10 million kr. in community support, enabling:
• Coding Pirates to expand their online coding platform for children—
‘Piratskibet’ (Pirate Ship).
• Børn og Ungeforvaltningen in Odense to add coding classes to the curriculum
in sixth grade across Odense, and appropriate technology for preschools.
• Red Barnet Odense to provide family programmes and support.
• High5Girls to support girls in STEM with a robotics summer camp.
• Odense Cityforening to provide COVID-19 relief grants to support small
businesses during the pandemic.
Other community partners include:
• Frivilligcenter Odense
• Munkebjerg-, Tingkjær- and
Højbjerg-skolen

• Teknologiskolen
• Allerup Gamle have
• Matematikcenter

New renewable energy investments
By supporting our data centers with 100% renewable energy, we are making
additional contributions to local economies through investments in new wind
and solar projects.
Facebook partners with utilities and other stakeholders to develop new,
renewable energy resources on the same power grid as the data centers they
support. The Odense Data Center is supported by 294MW of renewable energy
from two wind projects. We partner with Vattenfall to integrate this energy into
the Nordic grid and to support both our Odense and Luleå, Sweden data centers
with renewable energy.
Our Odense Data Center has the infrastructure needed to capture the excess
heat generated by our servers. Once the heat is captured, it is donated to the
local district heating system operated by Fjernvarme Fyn (FVF). When our third
building is operational and the expansion of the FVF heat recovery facility is fully
operational, it will recover 165,000 MWh of energy per year and produce enough
heat to warm an anticipated 11,000 homes.

For more information, please visit facebook.com/OdenseDataCenter.
Facebook’s fleet of data centers powers our apps and services, including
Facebook, Instagram, Messenger, Oculus and WhatsApp. In 2011, we
opened the first Facebook-owned and -operated data center in Prineville,
Oregon. Our site in Luleå, Sweden quickly followed and was our first data
center in Europe. Since then our fleet has grown to three European data
centers and 18 worldwide, 13 of which are currently serving traffic.
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